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Complex decision-making in the global 
genetic supermarket



Algorithms and human reproduction

Algorithms can be used to optimise, automate, standardise or routinise
human reproduction on several levels:

1) Finding a romantically compatible partner (e.g. OKCupid, Tinderbabies)

2) Finding a genetically compatible partner of gamete donor (e.g. 23andMe 
and GenePeeks designer baby patent)

3) Selecting a viable embryo for IVF (e.g. algorithms developed to facilitate 
‘embryo scoring’ and ‘unbiased automated embryo assessment’)

4) Creating, selecting and modifying ‘personalised embryos’ through new 
technologies (e.g. IVG and CRISPR)



Genetic reproductive matchmaking



Algorithmically assisted selection of embryos



Toward algorithmically assisted 
personalisation of embryos?



The end of sex and the future of 
reproduction: in vitro gametogenesis



CRISPR-babies: germline genetic modification



Legal-ethical concerns about algorithmically 
assisted reproduction
Mittelstadt et al., ‘The ethics of algorithms; mapping the debate’, 2016:

1) Epistemic concerns and evidentiary shortcomings

2) Unfair outcomes

3) Transformative effects

4) Traceability



Epistemic concerns and evidentiary shortcomings

Evidence produced by algorithms may be:

1) Inconclusive: genetic risk

2) Inscrutable: deep learning

3) Misguided: often commercial setting



Unfair outcomes: the risk of eugenic feedback 
loops

Sonia Suter on algorithmically assisted reproduction:

‘‘the algorithmic selection could potentially be misperceived 
as scientific, objective and even medically optimal, rather 
than a mathematical expression of values and expression. 
Indeed, the appeal of these algorithms might be precisely 
their apparent objectivity[…]

These cultural shifts would routinize selection against not just 
disabilities, but also disfavored non-medical traits, ultimately 
leading to a vicious cycle: reproductive choices would 
reinforce prejudice by reducing the number of children born 
with the disfavored disabilities or traits, which would increase 
selection against those traits, thereby further reinforcing 
prejudice, etc.’ 



Transformative effects
Meseguer et al. 2012:
‘We think that there is a need for an automatization 
or robotization of the ART lab. […] What do we need 
to transform our way of handling fertilization of 
human gametes and embryo development from a 
manual art into an automated process where a sperm 
and an oocyte come in at one end of the machine and 
out of the other comes the best-quality embryo? Are 
we able to transform our way of working in the ART 
lab as we did in car manufacturing, moving from 
handmade prototypes into fantastic production lines 
that today provide better and safer cars? Perhaps it is 
a dream, but we believe we are allowed to dream.’ 



Traceability: product liability/wrongful birth



Conclusion

From medically assisted to 
algorithmically assisted reproduction

↓

From human reproduction to the 
production of humans?


